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Abstract
We propose a new nonlinear optical architecture based on a focus tunable lens and an iterative
phase retrieval algorithm. It constitutes a compact encryption system that uses a single-random
phase key to simultaneously encrypt (decrypt) amplitude and phase data. Summarily, the
information encoded in a transmittance object (phase and amplitude) is randomly modulated by a
diffuser when a laser beam illuminates it; once the beam reaches a focus tunable lens, different
subjective speckle distributions are registered at some image plane as the focal length is tuned to
different values. This set of speckle patterns constitutes a delocalized ciphertext, which is used in
an iterative phase retrieval algorithm to reconstruct a complex ciphertext. The original data are
decrypted propagating this ciphertext through a virtual optical system. In this system, amplitude
data are straightforwardly decrypted while phase data can only be restored if the random
modulation produced in the encryption process is compensated. Thus, an encryption–decryption
process and authentication protocol can simultaneously be performed. We validate the feasibility
of our proposal with simulated and experimental results.
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1. Introduction
In the past two decades, many optical cryptographic systems
have been reported. The first contributions were based on
linear systems—e.g., f4 and JTC correlation architectures [1].
In the classical f4 DRPE [2], two random phase masks are
used to transform the input object into a white noise dis-
tribution which is then holographically recorded. Henceforth,
this architecture involves an interferometric arrangement
including many optical elements. Numerous linear versions of
this architecture have been presented in the fractional Fourier
domain and Fresnel domain [3–10]. Nevertheless, it has been
reported that some of these schemes are unsecure; some
cryptoanalysis strategies have shown that any inherently
linear optical encryption system is vulnerable [11–18]. Thus,
optical encoding–decoding architectures overcoming this
weakness, without losing confidence level, are valuable
[19–22].
Recently, Chen et al [23], have proposed an optical
encoding system based on multiple intensity samples of the
ciphertext. Two systems are proposed: the input data are
encrypted by using three phase masks and the ciphertext is
registered at three different positions by displacing the image
sensor along the optical axis; alternatively, a pair of beam
splitters allow simultaneous speckle recording at three CCD
cameras—located, in this way, at different distances of the
optical axis. A successful decryption can only be achieved by
a receiver having a replica of the phase masks and knowledge
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of the encoding optical parameters. They verified these
architectures by numerical simulations. Lately, in Mosso
et al [24], we have proposed an optical encoding system
employing a three-dimensional subjective speckle distribution
as a secure information carrier. In this system, the ciphertext
is sampled by registering consecutive planes along the optical
axis with a CMOS camera. Then, the original data are suc-
cessfully decrypted by employing a simulation of the optical
encoding system and an iterative phase retrieval algorithm on
the set of speckle patterns registered by the camera. Also, we
have presented a DRPE architecture based on a single-lens
imaging system and a phase retrieval procedure applied to a
set of intensity samples produced by a tridimensional speckle
distribution (ciphertext) [25]. These contributions highlight
the advantages of using a delocalized ciphertext instead of
standard encryption techniques based on holographic
recording.
Our previous proposals [24, 25] have been oriented
towards the design of compact optical architectures capable of
encrypting data through a secure process, with minimal
optical components and employing delocalized recordings of
encrypted information. In these works a mobile platform is
used to capture diffracted intensity recordings planes of
speckle patterns (delocalized ciphertexts) either in a free-
space propagating architecture or with a single-lens imaging
system. In the present proposal, we have removed the moving
platform that displaces the digital camera and replaced it with
a focus tunable lens (comparatively less expensive than a
moving platform). This change presents three important
advantages: avoids positioning errors, achieves faster acqui-
sition times, and further reduces the size of the encryption
system. In this work, condensed versions of the architectures
reported in [24, 25] are discussed by the introduction of a
focus tunable lens. To our knowledge, this is the first dis-
cussion of such setup; furthermore, the introduction of a
variable focal length requires a new iterative phase retrieval
algorithm.
2. Single-random phase encoding architecture with a
focus tunable lens
Instead of using a translation platform or multiple optical
elements to sample the three-dimensional speckle field, as in
[23–25], we set at a fixed position a focus tunable lens, fv, and
a CMOS camera—at zo and z zo r+ from the object, respec-
tively, figure 1(a). By tuning the lens to different focal length
values, f f f, ,..., N0 1{ }, multiple intensity distributions of the
speckle field (delocalized ciphertext) are sampled at a single
plane (improving recording times). This delocalized cipher-
text overcomes the security vulnerabilities caused by any
combination of linear encrypting architectures ( f4 , JTC, f2 ,
single-lens, lens-less, etc) and a single holographic record of
the ciphertext. It has been demonstrated [24] that each speckle
distribution plays both roles as coder of information and
encoding parameter (several of these are required to recover
the original data). Then, in order to successfully decrypt the
original data, these speckle distributions are used in an
iterative phase retrieval algorithm, depicted in figure 1(b).
Briefly, it starts by backward propagating the initial wavefront
I e j0 0f (here 00f = ) a distance zr; at this plane, the propa-
gated field U0 is multiplied by a complex factor e j 10Q . In
general, mnQ is the difference between two quadratic phases
corresponding to two succesive focal length values from the
tunable lens: f f rmn
k
m n2
1 1 2( )Q = -- -   (m= 1 and n= 0
corresponds to the two first focal length values f0 and f1;
k 2p l= is the wavenumber and r represents an arbitrary
position on the lens plane). The constructed field, U e j0 10Q ,
freely propagates a distance zr to produce the field E1, but at
this plane the true amplitude is provided by I ;1 therefore, the
field I e j1 1f is built with phase Earg1 1f = . The resulting
complex field is used in the next iteration (m= 2 and n= 1).
This procedure is sequentially repeated forward until the
quadratic phase from the last focal length, fN, is reached. Then
backwards by starting with m N 1= - and n=N, and going
in decrements up to m=0 and n=1. This back and forth
iteration is truncated when a difference between the calculated
Figure 1. Encryption and decryption stages: (a) proposed encoding architecture by using a tunable lens, and (b) decryption process by using
the registered speckle images at the plane E in (a)—p is the iteration step with m p n p, 1= = - .
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and recorded intensity is sufficiently small. At this point the
complex ciphertext has been successfully recovered; finally, a
by using the first or last variable focal length (depending on
where the algorithm is truncated), VOS is used to decode the
initial message.
3. Simulated and experimental results
In order to test the proposed encoding system, numerical
simulation were carried on. Figure 1(a) shows the optical
scheme: a collimated beam CB ( 635l = nm) illuminates
the input plane; in the simulation, the initial data at O are
represented by amplitude (peacock) and phase (butterfly)
images—figures 2(a) and (b), respectively. The complex
object is modulated by a random diffuser D (figure 2(c))
acting as security key for encrypting (decrypting) the phase
data. The outgoing wavefront is collected by a focus tunable
lens fv (at zo=12 mm); then, after a free-space propagation
of z 45 mmr = , the encrypted data are registered at the plane
E. Figure 2(d) shows a zoom in of a single pattern from a set
of ten images, I I I, ,...,0 1 9{ }, produced by the following focal
length values fv=103.7, 96.9, 91.6, 87.2, 83.6, 80.5, 77.9,
75.5, 73.7 and 72.0mm. Applying the decryption process
over the delocalized ciphertext, we obtain the original mes-
sage: amplitude and phase, figure 3—recovered phase after
removing the diffuser is in modulo 2p in (c), and it is
unwrapped in (d). With the introduction of a delocalized
ciphertext (and the knowledge of the optical parameters), a
successful decryption of the information encoded in ampl-
itude is obtained; since the random diffuser D only randomly
shuffles the phase, it plays no active role on the amplitude
encryption. Otherwise, the phase can only be decoded using a
virtual replica of the diffuser—and the optical parameters.
Notice that the proposed system has the inherent advantage
of restricting an access level to part of the encrypted
Figure 2. Simulated results: (a) amplitude mask, (b) phase mask, (c) diffuser phase, and (d) zoomed image from the ciphertext.
Figure 3. Simulated results: (a) reconstructed amplitude, (b) reconstructed phase modulated by the initial diffuser D, (c) modulo-2p phase as
in (b) but with this diffuser removed (correct security key), and (d) unwrapped version of (c).
Figure 4. PSNR dependence, of phase and amplitude, versus the
number of iterations performed with the proposed decryption
algorithm (Movie 01 shows full convergence of decrypted
information, amplitude and phase).
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information. Henceforth, this access level can be used as
watermark, digital signature or other means of authentication.
As a measure of the performance, figure 4 shows the
convergence in amplitude and phase under the decoding
procedure, using an accurate conjugation of optical para-
meters, ciphertext, and encrypting key. The peak signal-to-
noise ratio (PSNR) is calculated as a quality measure on the
decrypted images (in phase and amplitude). This performance
Figure 5. Robustness test for information loss. Decrypted amplitude and phase for a 50% occlusion for one delocalized cyphertext, (a) and
(d), respectively; (b) and (e) for two; (c) and (f) for three. Decrypted amplitude and phase for a 90% occlusion for one delocalized cyphertext,
(g) and (j), respectively; (h) and (k) for two; (i) and (l) for three.
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matches experimental results previously reported in [24, 25]
for the phase. Moreover, we studied the robustness of the
system simulating information loss by partially occluding
some of the image set composing the delocalized cyphertext.
For this test, we used a set of 15 images as cyphertext with the
purpose of a faster convergence. That is, using less iterations
of the phase retrieval algorithm. Figure 5 shows reconstruc-
tions to the original complex field (phase and amplitude). The
system is tolerant to information loss in one or two images but
loss in more images favours the noise contamination present
in the reconstruction, see figure 6. The robustness to this test
is due to the decreasing exponential distribution of the grey
levels forming the speckle pattern—the occlusion is more
likely to occur in the dark regions of the field. There exists an
equivalence between the speckle patterns produced by the
focus tunable lens at the plane of the CCD sensor and those
registered at different positions in a free-space propagation.
Therefore, the resistance to brute-force attacks of this archi-
tecture is analogous to the one appearing in [24]. Otherwise,
the security will be compromised, like in other conventional
systems [11–18], if an intruder has access to a subset of
images belonging to the cyphertext and the optical parameters
Figure 6.Quality of the decrypted images. PSNR for the amplitude (a) and phase (b) in terms of the number of iterations of the reconstruction
algorithm.
Figure 7. Experimental results. (a) Amplitude decrypted, (b) reconstructed phase which is modulated by the initial diffuser D, (c) diffuser D,
(d) phase in modulo 2p retrieved by using (b) and (c), (e) phase modulo 2p filtered, (f) phase decrypted and unwrapped.
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sent by different transmission channels as discussed in
[24, 25]. Consequently, this system is more secure than
conventional holographic systems.
Additionally, the validity of this proposal was experi-
mentally verified. Following figure 1(a), the arrangement
consists of a binary mask (numbers and simple shapes), a
diffuser (GRIT 220), and an electrically focus tunable lens
(Optotune EL-10–30-VIS-LD)—its focal length dependence
with the applied current was determined through a SH
wavefront sensor. In this case, by illuminating with a con-
vergent beam we introduce a quadratic phase as part of the
message (produced by a THORLABS LA1708 lens, 635l =
nm). The distances zo and zr were set to 10 and 28mm,
respectively. A set of ten intensities of delocalized ciphertext
were produced by setting the focal length values
of f 104.9, 99.3, 94.4, 90.2, 86.5, 83.2, 80.3, 77.6, 75.3,v =
and 73.0mm. These intensities were registered with a CMOS
camera (JAI CM-200 GE, 8 bit monochrome, 4.4 4.4´ μm2
pixel size). Once these images are saved to a memory device,
the encrypted message is ready to be sent; thus, the recipient
must have the optical parameters to retrieve the intensity of the
object (focal length values f f f, ,..., N0 1 1{ }- and distances zo and
zr), and the encrypting key to recover the phase. The decoded
information from the amplitude and phase is shown in figure 7.
PSNR value for the recovered complex amplitude is 22.73dB
(here the noise of the amplitud mask is reduced by filtering it out
before evaluating). In particular, the phase is decrypted by
compensating with the diffuser acting as encrypting key—
modulo 2p and unwrapped phase are in figures 7(d)–(f). To test
the success in the decryption of the phase, the focal length is
estimated from the obtained phase. A value of 198.6mm (±1%)
is obtained, which is in agreement with the value given by the
manufacturer—differences are due to collimation and position-
ing errors (the lens has a tabulated back focal value of
197.5mm).
4. Conclusions
Throughout this work, we have introduced a new encoding
architecture by a single random phase diffuser based on a
focus tunable lens and a phase retrieval method. We have
validated it with simulations and experimental results. An
effective phase retrieval algorithm is applied over subjective
speckle intensity distributions produced to a high rate by a
focus tunable lens. This set of speckle distributions constitutes
a delocalized ciphertext which, together with distance para-
meters, allow us to decrypt data transmitted in amplitude and
phase—the latter still modulated by the initial diffuser. On the
sender side, the focus tunable lens is able to produce an
optimal succession of subjective speckles at high rates (our
model has a latency time of 25 ms), and this succession can be
recorded accordingly by a high-speed camera; while on the
recipient side, the reconstruction algorithms work as fast as
holographic techniques. Henceforth, the lack of reference
beams eliminates one of the main vulnerability issues of the
(linear) encryption systems. Moreover, the use of a focus
tunable lens provides a secure compact encrypting
architecture.
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